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Within these pages, you’ll discover one of the UK’s largest furniture and interiors ranges.
Our extensive product selection is paired with our ‘white glove’ delivery and installation service.
Whether you are looking to expand, relocate, or simply refresh your existing office furniture you will be supported
by our experienced team who can help you at every step – from product selection through to delivery and
installation.
The office environment is changing, and indeed so is the way in which we work, with more companies now
switching to hybrid and flexible working patterns. Whilst the need for traditional areas within the workplace
remains, succeeding together in a collaborative way is very much a part of our daily practice and we need to
provide a setting to enable both of these types of approach.
Given the diverse requirements of the modern office, we have further developed our product ranges to provide
solutions for all working practices across a variety of work spaces.
Each of the products in this directory has been carefully selected from the most reputable manufacturers, to
ensure quality in design and finish. Continuity of supply is also crucial, along with giving close consideration to the
environmental credentials of the products, and the manufacturers of them.

Whatever your requirements, our team of Interiors Consultants are here to assist you. Please visit
www.officeteam.co.uk for more information, or contact our customer services team at furniture@officeteam.co.uk
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Furniture and Interior Services
Alongside the supply of furniture items, we also have expertise in interior design and large scale fit-outs. Our
experience in these areas allows us to support your end-to-end interiors projects, from initial concept through to
design and installation.
Design and Planning
As the office landscape continues to evolve, we can maximise
the potential of your office. providing multiple layout and
product options within your budget. We use the latest CAD
techniques to provide our clients with accurate, detailed floor
plans and layouts - giving you the opportunity of arranging your
office in the most cost efficient way.

Fit-out and Refurbishment
With businesses adopting more permanent hybrid working
solutions, now is the ideal time to transform workspaces to
support new working habits. We provide a complete fit-out service
from project planning and design through to installation and
compliance. Once agreed, we will organise everything from the
construction of internal walls, partitions and suspended ceilings,
cabling, computer networks through to heating and ventilation.

Furniture Design
Our specialist team are familiar with the full range of furniture
within our portfolio, however if your requirement is for
something special or out of the ordinary we can design, build
and supply products to your requirement to complement both
your existing or new environment.
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Working From Home
Working from home is
the new normal for many
businesses. Our wide range
of stylish chairs, desks and
storage solutions come in
a variety of finishes, and
support productivity by
providing the ideal home
office set up.

Socially Distanced
Working
To aid our clients in getting
staff back to the office we
provide a wide range of
Covid-19 safety screens
both free standing and desk
mounted. We can also assist
with the reconfiguration of
existing furniture to ensure
compliance with current
HSE requirements.
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OfficeTeam is part of OT Group, part of the Paragon Group of companies.
Paragon Group is a leading provider of Customer Communications, Identification, Graphics and Workplace
Services, combining generations of experience with the latest innovations in technology and smart data. Paragon
Group is an international organisation present in over 20 countries with a global sales reach of €838 million
turnover, and more than 8,500 employees.
OfficeTeam was acquired by Paragon Group in May 2020, and enables us to provide our customers with even
greater opportunities for supplier consolidation and operational cost reductions.

Our partners
OfficeTeam is one of the largest distributors of The Senator Group, the UK’s leading office furniture manufacturer.
We are also major distributors for other leading furniture manufacturers including Allermuir, Ocee Design,
Torasen, Bisley, Sven Christiansen, Boss Design, Komac and Link 51.

Case Study

Succession Wealth
The Interiors project

The outcome

Succession Wealth had a base in Birmingham,
but wanted to relocate to the Colmore district
of the city centre which had become a hub for
business, professional and financial services
activity.

We delivered on time and to budget,
whilst simultaneously working on two
distinct areas, which both met the client’s
objectives and showcased their brand.

The new offices were to be their regional head
office and had two distinct areas. One which
was client facing where their CEO would be
based and required a high end solution with
a reception area including drink facilities and
client facing meeting rooms, and the other an
admin/clerical area that would also facilitate
hot desking that had to be more practical.
One of the major challenges with the new
site was that it was based in the heart of a busy
city centre and the office was located on the
seventh floor of an eleven floor building, which
could only be accessed using the rear fire exit
staircase!

Our designs and fit-out were
enthusiastically received by all staff,
who now have a fantastic new working
environment that reflects the emergence
of Birmingham as a leading destination for
financial and professional services.
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Case Study

Cummins Generator Technologies
End-to-End Installation Project

The Challenge
Cummins Generator Technologies wanted to move
into a new flagship, European headquarters, moving
from their existing premises in Stamford to new
offices in Peterborough. Where they were used to
working in cellular offices, they were looking for a
more open plan approach, including a general seating
area, meeting room facilities, collaborative areas
throughout the building, as well as a restaurant and an
executive floor.
The existing fit-out of the new premises did not meet
the client’s requirements and a lot of remedial work
was needed before work on the new lay out could

begin. Windows and ceilings needed replacing as well
as services such as toilets and the kitchen areas.
It became apparent, quite quickly, that the building
was not to the standard the client had believed so the
scope of the existing project had to be expanded and,
what started as a £400k fit-out, became a £1million
project.
Cummins found working with the landlord’s
workforce, prior to acquiring the building, was also
problematic delaying the project by six months.

The Solution

OUR INTERIOR SERVICES

OfficeTeam project managed the fit-out in its entirety. They helped with the landlord negotiations at
the beginning and ensured the project was delivered to the agreed timescales.
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As the main contractor for the project, we provided an end-to-end solution incorporating a large
degree of design and build. OfficeTeam undertook the supply and installation of the ceilings, flooring,
Furniture special joinery,
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OfficeTeam specified, supplied and installed all furniture for the project. We sourced the furniture
from Senator Group using their S21 Intrigue desk System, S21 Trillipse conference seating range,
Chameleon Meeting tables, Allermuir Haven and Haven bench soft seating, Pebble stools, Pause
sofas, Obelisk reception seating, Torasen Orthopaedicia Operators’ chairs and Allermuir A47 tables
with Casper bistro seating.
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Email us at furniture@officeteam.co.uk
or call us on 01952 685 333
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